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*Indigenous Statistics: A Quantitative Research Methodology* is, as the title suggests, a book about indigenizing quantitative research. But it is more specifically an appeal to all who work in data collection (e.g., census organizations, state departments of education, academic researchers) to address the need for more mindful practice around the frameworks that shape quantitative research focusing on indigenous peoples (and if extrapolated, other marginalized groups).

From the beginning, Walters and Andersen acknowledge positionality as being of intrinsic importance to statistical methods, in that how numbers that are generated and used are merely interpretations of reality, yet these data greatly influence understandings of society. They remind us also of how the social, cultural, and political perspectives of the people constructing and interpreting these numbers “infuse” research data.

These ideas, while often talked about among indigenous methodologists, have generally been lost within the reductionistic frameworks often used by statisticians, particularly in educational research. As a counterpoint, the authors effectively weave a more culturally-based and culturally-sensitive framework for indigenous statistics, with cases in point using population and large-scale survey data of indigenous communities, in Chapters 4 and 5 specifically. These examples show how critically questioning data from an indigenous lens transforms research narratives away from damage-centered frameworks (Tuck, 2009) and towards indigenous knowledge frameworks prioritizing process, place, and purposes. The research examples demonstrate an indigenous paradigm of investigating policy issues. Each one begins with the framing of research questions from an indigenous perspective and incorporates a specificity in defining the place (sometimes geographically, sometimes culturally, and sometimes a mixture of both) that captures the complexity of the issues being examined.

The best parts of the book include the following: Introduction – in which the authors provide an argument for understanding statistics as situated, contextual, and distinguishable (or ripe for distinction) among methodologies and methods; Chapter 2 – Conceptualizing Quantitative Methodologies in which the authors develop a theoretical model of quantitative methods and remind readers to not get caught up in the “rule of difference” – which wrongly privileges Western methodological frames against other methodologies, from which differences must be explained in order to be legitimized (Chatterjee, 1993); and Chapter 3 – The Paradigm of Indigenous Methodologies in which the authors decouple the method (statistics) from the methodological framing of research in order to distinguish between the tools of research and the position from which researchers design and conduct their
studies. These chapters promote and charge others to be sensible, again, about research, data collection, and analytical approaches that really would be useful for anyone conducting educational research, or research no matter their discipline, particularly if their research involved indigenous, or other marginalized groups.

The remaining chapters utilize the framework the authors have constructed: in Chapter 1 – *Deficit Indigenes*, the authors explore the colonial frames of indigenous identification and policy that continue to shape research on indigenous peoples as being in “deficit” to White settlers; in Chapter 4 – *nayri kati* (“Good Numbers”) – *Indigenous Quantitative Methodology in Practice*, Walter explores examples of indigenous quantitative methods in Australia by performing secondary analyses from a *nayri kati* frame on extensive data previously compiled by government bodies; in Chapter 5 – *Indigenous Quantitative Methodological Practice – Canada*, Andersen explores research examples of indigenous quantitative practice in Canada, deconstructing government labeling of indigenous bodies to expose Aboriginal diversity previously masked by statistical practice; and in Chapter 6 – *Conclusion – Indigenous Peoples and Statistics*, the authors (as is appropriate for an indigenous methodology) circle back to the beginning and reflect on the way most statistics do not accurately portray the reality of indigenous communities.

In addition, they generate an argument for researchers to begin utilizing indigenous quantitative methodologies to expand the tools available for indigenous research and policy work. These chapters, and their place within the overall text, represent both explanations of indigenous quantitative methodologies and exemplify good research practice when it comes to collecting and analyzing such data in practice.

In sum, as a first step towards differentiating methodologies that shape the way scientists approach research, and the specific methods they might use to conduct research, this book is long overdue. In particular, the authors remind us that no single method can measure a social system, and both qualitative and quantitative methods “can be equally authentically operationalized within an indigenous methodology” (p. 74). Previous theory has focused on indigenous methods being
comprised almost exclusively of research utilizing qualitative methods (Kovach, 2009; Smith, 1999; Wilson, 2008). This book refocuses that conversation and creates a space for quantitative methodologies and methods within indigenous research communities, and shows readers that indigenous methodologies, no matter what method used, are as rigorous as mainstream research frameworks.

Overall, the book was both well-written and conscientiously thought out. The authors successfully present readers with a solid foundation of the historical reasons behind, and contemporary continuing tensions between, indigenous peoples and quantitative research. This book offers something entirely new in the indigenous methodology literature in its examination of quantitative methods for the benefit of indigenous communities. It likewise offers all readers insight as to how numbers used in statistical analysis are not separate from the knowledge from which research is framed, and the knowledge with which research is carried out, calling on us all to critically examine our presuppositions about data and what numbers derived for research purposes indeed mean.
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